


MISSION

Boards without Borders is a private, non-profit initiative, which was launched in 2012 by 
Gottfried Kube. The aim of the organization is to support opportunities in board sports, 
especially for children from developing countries. It started off as a support of the 
construction of skate parks in India financially. Currently, we are working with a local 
organisation called ‘Holy Stoked’- India´s fist skate collective. ‘Holy Stoked’ have the first-
hand experience in the building department. ‘Boards without Borders’ aims to back them 
up and cooperate with them in their working process. In the pipeline are other projects in 
countries such as Namibia and Brazil, as well as Germany.

By providing opportunities of board-sports we are raising the self-confidence of the 
children. Board-sports is a tool of empowerment for young people in developing countries.
It is an investment in young people who will develop into active members of society and 
bring change where it is mostly needed. We think that it is important to share joy!

Each of our team members can contributes their strengths to our project and can develops 
valuable skills in our community. People have responsibilities like event management and 
making of blog posts as well as video shooting and photography. All of that contributes to 
making the organization more visible to the public eye and future sponsors.



Our partner Holystoked, building a skatepark.



Skateworkshop with refugee children, in Berlin.



RESPONSIBLES

GOTTFRIED KUBE
founded “Boards without 
Borders” in 2012. Previously, 
he had been involved with 
nonprofit organisations 
such as “Heroshopping” 
and “Skate Aid”. This work 
motivated him to establish 
his own nonprofit associ-
ation in order to support 
national and international 
non-profit purposes. 
He loves snowboarding, 
surfing, longboarding. He 
has been an entrepreneur 
in the field of mobile, 
internet and innovative 
products for over 13 years.

BRITTA PIETSCHMANN
joined Boards without 
Borders quite from the 
beginning in summer 
2012. She studied econo-
mics and communication, 
worked in sales and 
marketing positions. 
Social engagement is an 
important part of her live, 
as well as being involved 
in creative projects.



TEAM

The team consists of more than 50 volunteers 
who are partially active. In addition more than 
80 artists who have previously acted for the club, 
are also involved in art sales.



WHAT WE DO

We use different channels in collecting money and attention:

 Sale/auction of skateboards and other products designed by artists

 Wheel of fortune. The prizes on the wheel of fortune are products donated    
 by our sponsors.

 Live painting on events with sponsors.We make sure that the social    
 commitment of our sponsors stays high through joining and cooperating   
 with them at different events.

 workshops and project presentation on events

 crowdfunding

 donations



Bambi 2013, Berlin Cosma Shiva Hagen and Uli Pforr

Johannes B. Kerner  and Gottfried Kube

Next Generation Food, Berlin



Livepainting, Berlin Graphic Days

Berlin Graphic Days

Berlin Graphic Days

Exhibition , Herr Bert Berlin

Auction at Flux Bau



Wheel of fortune
Auction, Berlin Graphic Days 2014

Berlin Graphic Days 2014Wheel of fortune, SimSala Boom Festival



1st European Longboard Dancing Championship, Berlin

Hipster Cup, Berlin 2014

Bodypainting by Saphira Kunst,  IFA 2014

Yoga Workshop, 3000 Grad 
Festival

Interview, Flux FM



IFA 2014IFA 2014, TilGold and Saphira Kunst

IFA 2014, Fiasko Apparel and Saphira KunstIFA 2014, Andreas Preis



ART BOARDS 
Orble Ian Ross Jim Avignon Uli Pforr



... AND MORE

Western Digital Hard Drives, Orble , Uli Pforr and Q

Painted Asus T100

Painted Asus T100, Koppkunst beim Bambi 2013

Painted JBL Headphones, MoMoh





BOARDS WITHOUT BORDERS e. V.
Pulsraum, Kottbusser Damm 25/26
10967 Berlin            

GOTTFRIED KUBE    
gottfried.kube@bowibo.org   
+49(0)177 85 85 185

BRITTA PIETSCHMANN   
britta.pietschmann@bowibo.org  
+49(0)174 20 84 256 


